Academic Program Review Data Coaching Sessions: 2013/14

Wednesday, October 30, 2013
#250F Data Coaching for PROGRAM REVIEW and PLANNING
3:00pm - 5:00pm
HSLH 306
FLEX Credit - 2 hours
Presenter: Daylene Meuschke
Strategic Goal: Institutional Advancement
As you look at the information provided in the PROGRAM REVIEW tables, do you ever wonder...
• “What is a ‘WSCH/FTE’ and why should I care?”
• “How is FTEF calculated... and why is that important?”
• “How is ‘efficiency’ calculated... and is my department ‘efficient’”  
• “What does my fill rate have to do with anything?”
Or simply...... “What the heck does all this DATA MEAN... and how can I use it to inform planning?”

Friday, November 1, 2013
#251F Data Coaching for PROGRAM REVIEW and PLANNING
10:00am - 12:00pm
HSLH 306
FLEX Credit - 2 hours
Presenter: Daylene Meuschke
Strategic Goal: Institutional Advancement
As you look at the information provided in the PROGRAM REVIEW tables, do you ever wonder...
• “What is a ‘WSCH/FTE’ and why should I care?”
• “How is FTEF calculated... and why is that important?”
• “How is ‘efficiency’ calculated... and is my department ‘efficient’”
• “What does my fill rate have to do with anything?”
Or simply...... “What the heck does all this DATA MEAN... and how can I use it to inform planning?”